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Abstract
Internet and social media created a public space for
online debate on political and social issues. A debate
is defined as a formal discussion on a set of related
issues in which opposing perspectives and arguments
are put forward. In this paper, we aim to develop
automated perspective discovery techniques which
would contribute to the understanding of frames that
drive contention between radical right and liberal political actors in Eastern Europe using Slovakia as a
case study. Based on computational analyses of their
online corpus, we develop an analytical tool to identify contentious frames between ideological opposites
and to predict online escalation. A frame is the packaging of an element of rhetoric in such a way as to encourage certain interpretations and to discourage others. Our experimental data comprises nearly 10,000
documents downloaded from the official websites of
radical right and liberal Slovak political parties spanning a decade between 2004-2014. Our perspective
discovery algorithm not only identifies contentious vs.
ignored frames, but it also utilizes these frames to
predict online escalation with an accuracy of 82.8%
(F-measure). We also present qualitative analysis of
the resultant frames.
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Introduction

Hotly debated issues span all spheres of human activity; from liberal vs. conservative politics, to radical vs. counter-radical religious debate, to climate
change debate in scientific community. Many prominent ‘camps’ have emerged within Internet debate
[11]. There are many applications [26, 5, 21] for recognizing politically-oriented sentiment in texts.
A debate is defined as a formal discussion on a
set of related issues in which opposing arguments are
put forward. Initially, we observe that given a certain issue, each camp’s web sites mostly discuss their

own perspectives related to that issue, and occasionally discuss others’ perspectives, relating them back
to their own perspectives.
While radical right parties in Western Europe often target immigrants, this is less the case in Eastern
Europe, where radical right parties tend to mobilize
against domestic ethnic minorities that have been settled for a long period of time. Across Eastern and
Western Europe, the radical right party family is the
fastest growing party family. Radical actors mobilize mass social movements, push for anti-democratic
policies, and produce social unrest and violent conflicts that directly impinge on society’s stability and
sustainability. Our paper examines how radical right
party outlets and their “ideological twins” (the proponents of multiculturalism, social liberalism and minority rights) create a dynamic dyad of “radicals”
and “liberals”. Each member in the dyad feeds off
the other in creating its own symbols and contentious
frames. Framing is accomplished when a choice of
words, phrases, metaphors, images, and other rhetorical devices favor one interpretation of a set of facts,
and discourage other interpretations. Framing often
presents facts in such a way that implicates a problem
that is in need of a solution. A special case is adversarial framing, which “is typically competitive, fought
between parties or ideological factions, where issues
are debated and framed in opposing terms” [10].
This actor-oriented approach offers a more dynamic
view than previous studies, which have explained radical right mobilization by reference to relatively stable socio-economic structures and legacies of political
engagement. The radical right and their “ideological
twins” mobilize in bursts that are often short-term
and sporadic as shown in Figure 1. This figure illustrates the volumes of documents generated by radical
(red line) and liberal (blue line) political party outlets
in Slovakia over a ten-year period, between 2004 and
2014. We operationalize the attitudes of the ideological twin actors, liberals and radicals, in Eastern Eu-

Figure 1: Contentious Frames Analyzer (CFA) Tool
rope using two theoretically derived scales: grid and
group. Grid and group dimensions of the social control theory [13] guided us in selecting political parties
to be included in our case study and to identify key issues in their corpus. The details of the social control
theory are presented in the methods and theory section. Issues such as minorities, nation and language
are listed under the ‘group’ variable and issues like
economics, EU/enlargement, and interstate relations
are listed under the ‘grid’ variable.
Not all frames related to an issue resonate within
the dyad. The advantage of our approach is that
we will be able to parse out seemingly contentious
frames that, on the surface, might seem likely to lead
to escalation from those frames that might seem innocent at first, but possess a dynamic resonance which
serves as a prelude to online escalation. We expect
escalation only when frames resonate (i.e., polarize
actors). The tool determines which liberal frames resonate with the radicals and which radical frames resonate with the liberals. This classification forms the
basis of a predictive model to anticipate when contention leads to escalation. For example, in Figure
1, alphabetic annotations on the timeline correspond
to liberal spikes and predictions about their effects;
as “escalated” or “ignored” by the radicals. A liberal spike with “contentious” frames is likely to be
controversial and cause an escalation, where as a liberal spike with “ignored” frames will likely lead to
no response. In the “predictions” panel, green labels
indicate a hit and red labels indicate a miss by the
classifier.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work. Problem definition is
presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents methodology and theory. Section 5 presents the experimental results and the quantitative analysis. Section 6,
presents qualitative analysis of the resultant frames

from both camps. The final section concludes the
paper and discusses future work.
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Related Work

For long time, automating and analyzing political
perspectives and ideologies by computer algorithms
have been quite a focus of research. In 1973, Abelson
[1] simulated political ideologies on machines, and in
1978 Carbonell [9] introduced a system to interpret a
text relating to a given ideology or political event.
Recently, there has been a lot of work in the area of
opinion mining which mostly focuses on mining user
reviews about some products such as in [5]. In political context mining, [2] studied topic modeling to
predict political orientation of the author of a document. Others used sentiment analysis [14, 27, 4] to
predict political orientation of a person (Republican
vs. Democratic) or agreement/disagreement on political issues [15, 3, 19].
In this paper, our primary contribution is the development of an automated perspective discovery technique which would contribute to the understanding of
frames shared by one side of a debate, and opposed
or ignored by the other side. Secondly, we show that,
our perspective discovery algorithm not only identifies relevant frames, but it also yields a high accuracy
predictor for online escalation.

3

Problem Definition

In this study, we would like to automatically discover
the perspectives of opposing political parties on a
given set of issues, and identify the underlying contentious frames from one camp that might lead to a
debate. Next, we utilize identified frames as features
to predict whether a temporal spike (i.e. a relatively

higher volume of documents during a fixed period of
time) from one camp will trigger a reaction from the
other camp. The following general steps describe our
methodology:
• Run a simple term frequency - inverse document
frequency (TF-IDF) [17] based technique on the
entire corpus to generate a large candidate list of
keywords for inclusion in grid-group scales. Select the top 100 n-gram terms (1 to 3 grams).
• Political scientists on our team scan the list, and
select relevant keywords indicating hotly debated
grid-group issues.
• For each grid-group issue we perform the following steps:
– Run Latent Dirichlet Allocation, LDA [6]
over each camp’s corpus matching an issue
to get their latent topics;
– Detect and label the spikes from each camp
as escalated or ignored (by the other camp)
according to the mechanisms described in
Section 4.5;
– Use latent topics and a feature selection algorithm to determine issue-specific discriminative contentious vs. ignored frames;
– Use discriminative frames to train a dichotomous classifier as a predictor of online
escalation as described in Section 4.6.

4
4.1

Methods and Theory
Overall System Model

We devised an end-to-end pipeline consisting of document collection from political parties’ websites, key
issues identification and mapping them to grid-group
scales, issue-specific topic inference for each camp, escalated/ignored spikes detection, identification of discriminative frames and a predictive model for escalation of online debate.

4.2

Slovak Political Corpus

Our Slovak corpus is comprised of nearly 10,000 news
and opinion articles downloaded from the official websites of radical right and liberal political parties spanning a decade of online debate between 2004 and
2014. These organizations were selected by political
scientists on our team as representatives from both
camps. From the liberal camp, we downloaded MostHid (http://www.most-hid.sk/) and SMK - Party

of the Hungarian Coalition (http://www.mkp.sk/).
From the radical right camp, we downloaded
SNS - Slovak National Party (http://www.sns.sk/)
and Slovenska Pospolitost - Slovak Brotherhood
(https://pospolitost.wordpress.com/).
The document corpus, as well as the tools and algorithms presented in the paper will be made publicly available.

4.3

Grid-Group Dimensions

Grid and group dimensions of the social control theory [13] guided us in selecting political parties to be
included in our case study and to identify key issues
in their corpus. The grid-group [13] typology characterizes four ideal type modes of social action along a
grid-group axis.
Grid dimension captures policy positions of radical
actors that are compatible with authoritarianism and
social and cultural conservatism. In its pure form, the
grid dimension has no ethnic basis. A radical actor
scoring high on the social authoritarianism dimension
might campaign against accommodating gay and lesbian couples, or against abortion. Similarly, an actor
that promotes law and order, along with uncritical
obedience to authority, religious or secular, would be
classified as a radical grid actor.
Group, the second dimension, captures nationalism and is therefore associated with exclusionary
ethnicity-based appeals. It conceptualizes identity in
terms of ‘the ethnic other’ and is grounded in a distinction between the in-group and the out-group. An
actor that propagates nationalism on behalf of the
titular nationality would qualify as a radical group
actor. Core-group ethnocentric, anti-minorities and
socially conservative actors are classified as radicals.
The radical actors are placed on the extreme ideological poles, which are operationalized as radical
nationalism (high group) and radical socio-cultural
conservatism (high grid). Radical actors are classified as being high on grid and high on group, or
high on one of these two dimensions and ‘neutral’ on
the second dimension. Radical actors are thus either
highly nationalistic and/or extremely socially conservative. The liberal actors occupy the opposite side of
the spectrum, which is characterized by multiculturalism and social-liberalism. This classification logic is
consistent with the set of issues that stimulates contentious interactions between the “radicals” and the
“liberals”. The issues involve a wide array of frames
ranging from outrages over laws that restrict the language rights of minorities, such as was the case in
Ukraine, to outrage over parades of militant paramilitary groups marching in the streets of Hungary. Both
of these contentious frames resonate with the ideolog-

ical twin opposites. In the Ukrainian case, the perception that the rights of the Russian speakers might
be curbed, served as one of the catalysts of current
support for the separatist movement. In Hungary [7],
marches of the Hungarian Guard in September 2012
escalated into attacks on Gypsy/Roma villages and
led to deadly clashes.

4.4

LDA Topic Inference for each
Camp

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [6] is one of the
most popular topic inference algorithms that assumes
documents are mixture of topics, where a topic is a
probability distribution over words, in other words, it
uses “bag of words” approach to perform statistical
topic modeling, which is a well-established approach
to uncover hidden structures in large text corpora. A
topic in LDA not only contains the words that describe the topic, but also the words that express the
opinions about the topic. We applied LDA separately
on both liberal and radical corpora to discover their
latent topics.

LDA topics distributions of consecutive spikes. The
KL divergence of the probability distributions L, R
on a finite set X is defined as:
D(L, R) =

X
x∈X

L(x) log

L(x)
R(x)

Given two consecutive spikes from opposing camps,
liberal spike SL , and radical spike SR , we first identify LDA topics of each spike with their distributions
within the documents, L is the distributions of SL
topics, and R is the distributions of SR topics. We
then measure the divergence of distributions of topics
using the symmetric form of KL-divergence [29] that
measures the divergence of the probability distributions L, R on a finite set X of topics as follows:

D(L, R) =

X 
x∈X



L(x)
(L(x) − R(x) log
R(x)

Escalated/Ignored Spikes Detection

We utilize the 68-95-99.7 rule [28] to define a simple
method for spike detection. In statistics, the 68-9599.7 rule, also known as the three-sigma rule or empirical rule, states that in a normal distribution nearly
all values lie within three standard deviations (σ) of
the mean (µ). We utilize a fixed sized sliding window
(experimentally determined as length of 20 weeks), to
compute a running average µ(20) and a standard deviation σ for each issue’s weekly volume distribution
from each camp. We designate a weekly volume as a
spike, if the weekly document volume matching an issue exceeds (µ(20) + 2σ). Spikes are categorized into
two categories: (1) “escalated” spikes that trigger a
reaction from the other camp, or (2) “ignored” spikes
that lead to no response.
To categorize each spike as escalated or ignored we
need to define what is a debate. The definition of a
debate is “a formal discussion on a set of related topics in which opposing perspectives and arguments are
put forward” 1 . Based on this definition, spike categorization as (escalated/ignored ) is based on shared
topics between two consecutive spikes from opposing
camps. To measure “relatedness” of topics between
a pair of consecutive spikes from opposing camps, we
utilize Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [20] between
1 Oxford

Online Dictionary

(2)

We normalize this measure to be between [0,1] and
convert it to a similarity measure as follows:
Sim(SL , SR ) = 1 − Dnormalized (L, R)

4.5

(1)

(3)

Where Sim(SL , SL )= 1 means the two distributions
of topics between the two spikes are identical.
If the similarity of topics distributions between the
two consecutive spikes from opposing camps exceeds
a certain threshold, then we label the first spike as
“escalated”, otherwise it is labeled as “ignored.” In
section 5, we show the experimentally determined
issue-specific thresholds that we used for this similarity measure.

4.6

Framing Analysis and Predicting
Online Escalation

During a debate on a particular issue, like minority, both radical and liberal camps discuss different
perspectives such as “gypsy problem” vs. “minority rights”. During the design of an automated perspective detection algorithm, we made the following
simplifying assumptions:
1. Each camp will mostly discuss their own perspective in a debate;
2. Each camp will occasionally mention others’ perspectives, however, then relate them back to
their own perspective.
Once escalated and ignored spikes from one camp
are determined, we aim to identify contentious frames
that would trigger a debate from the other camp.

Framing is accomplished when a choice of words,
phrases, topics and other rhetorical devices favor one
interpretation of a set of facts, and discourage other
interpretations. A special case is adversarial framing, which “is typically competitive, fought between
parties or ideological factions, and [where issues] are
debated and framed in opposing terms” [10]. Normally, framing research requires qualitative analysis
of a number of texts by subject matter experts to
identify and code a set of frames. This is a timeconsuming process that does not scale well.
In order to address the scalability problem we resort to sparse learning framework [22], with the underlined motivation to select a subset of discriminating features that can (a) identify contentious and ignored frames and (b) classify a spike as escalated or
ignored. The following steps describe our algorithm:

5

Experimental Evaluation

5.1

We run a simple term frequency - inverse document
frequency (TF-IDF) [17] based technique on the
entire corpus to generate a large candidate list of
stopword eliminated n-gram keywords for inclusion
in grid-group scales. We selected the top 100 n-gram
terms (1 to 3 grams) then translate them to English.
Political scientists on our team examined the list as
candidate issues. Guided by social control theory [13]
political scientists hand-picked following key issues
and mapped them to the group and grid dimensions,
as shown below in Table 1.

1. For each key grid-group issue, run LDA to get
latent topics for one camp

Table 1: Grid and Group Issues
Group

2. Filter the frame × spike matrix to include only
the top 2,000 terms representing frames from one
camp (100 topics each with 20 terms)
3. Formulate the problem in a general sparse learning framework [22]. In particular, the logistical
regression formulation presented below fits this
application, since it is a dichotomous spike classification problem (e.g. those spikes from one
camp leading to escalation vs. ignored):

minx

n
X

wi log(1 + exp(1 + yi (xt ai + c))) + λ|x| (4)

i=1

In the formula above, ai is the vector representation
of the ith spike, wi is the weight assigned to the ith
spike (wi = 1/m by default), and A = [a1 , a2 , . . . , am ]
is the frame × spike matrix, yi is the polarity of each
spike (+1 for an escalated spike and -1 for an ignored
spike), and the xj , the j th element of x, is the unknown weight for each frame, (λ > 0) is a regularization parameter
P that controls the sparsity of the solution, |x|1 =
|xi | is 1-norm of the x vector. We used
the SLEP [23] sparse learning package that utilizes
gradient descent approach to solve the above convex
and non-smooth optimization problem. The frames
with non-zero values on the sparse x vector yield the
discriminant factors for classifying a spike as escalated or ignored based on their polarity (positive or
negative). Frames with positive polarity correspond
to contentions frames, and those with negative polarity correspond to ignored frames that are typically
ignored by the other camp.

Grid/Group Topics

Minorities
Nation
Language

5.2

Grid
EU/Enlargement
Economics
Interstate

Frames Identification and Quantitative Evaluation for Predicting
Escalation

Our framework categorizes spikes as: 1) escalated/ignored liberal spikes, 2) escalated/ignored radical spikes, and identifies contentious frames driving
the escalation from each camp.
We detect escalated/ignored spikes as follows:
• Run Mallet [24] over each camp corpus to get
their LDA latent topics (default setting is 100
topics each with 20 keywords),
• For each issue of the grid and group dimensions,
we identified corresponding spikes based on the
three-sigma rule,
• Next, each spike is labeled as escalated/ignored
based on the relatedness of its topics distributions to the topics distributions of the following
spike from the other camp. We used KL divergence to measure distance between two distributions of LDA topics from consecutive spikes from
opposing camps. Then, we covert KL divergence
to a normalized similarity measure between [0,1].

Figure 2: Distributions of Similarity Measures for Liberal Spikes
Figure 2 shows the box-and-whisker plots of similarity measures (y-axis) of liberal spikes, for each
grid/group issue (x-axis). Dots represent spikes and
boxes represent mean (which varies between 0.35 and
0.45), first and third quartile, and whiskers represent
the 95% confidence interval of similarity measures.
We use the mean similarity for each grid/group issue
as a threshold to determine whether a pair of consecutive spikes is related or not. If similarity between a
spike (from one camp) and the following spike (from
the other camp) exceeds the mean similarity for an
issue, then the first spike is labeled as escalated, otherwise it is labeled as ignored.
Once spikes from each camp are detected and categorized, we utilize the terms that comprise the topics as features and the sparse logistical regression
classifier SLEP [23] to identify discriminative frames.
Next, we perform 10-fold cross validation for measuring the classifier’s predictive accuracy between escalated/ignored spikes. Qualitative analysis of the identified contentious/ignored frames is also presented in
the next section.
Table 2: Predictions for escalated liberal spikes
Issue
Dimension TP FP Precision Recall F-measure
Minorities
Group 0.79 0.15
0.82
0.79
0.81
Nation
Group 0.95 0.29
0.82
0.95
0.88
Language
Group 0.88 0.19
0.83
0.88
0.86
EU/Enlargement
Grid
0.77 0.12
0.87
0.77
0.82
Economics
Grid
0.86 0.26
0.78
0.86
0.82
Interstate
Grid
0.92 0.25
0.86
0.92
0.89

Table 2 shows the accuracies for predicting liberal
spikes that lead to escalation by the radicals. These
accuracies vary between 81% and 89% (F-measure)

Table 3: Predictions for ignored liberal spikes
Issue
Dimension TP FP Precision Recall F-measure
Minorities
Group 0.85 0.21
0.82
0.85
0.84
Nation
Group 0.71 0.042
0.92
0.71
0.80
Language
Group 0.81 0.12
0.86
0.81
0.83
EU/Enlargement
Grid
0.87 0.23
0.78
0.87
0.82
Economics
Grid
0.74 0.14
0.82
0.74
0.78
Interstate
Grid
0.75 0.08
0.85
0.75
0.80

Table 4: Predictions for escalated radical spikes
Issue
Dimension TP FP Precision Recall F-measure
Minorities
Group 0.83 0.13
0.85
0.83
0.84
Nation
Group 0.79 0.19
0.81
0.79
0.80
Language
Group 0.80 0.16
0.84
0.80
0.82
EU/Enlargement
Grid
0.84 0.22
0.83
0.84
0.84
Economics
Grid
0.82 0.15
0.86
0.82
0.84
Interstate
Grid
0.85 0.15
0.87
0.85
0.86

Table 5: Predictions for ignored radical spikes
Issue
Dimension TP FP Precision Recall F-measure
Minorities
Group 0.87 0.17
0.85
0.87
0.86
Nation
Group 0.81 0.20
0.79
0.81
0.80
Language
Group 0.83 0.20
0.80
0.83
0.82
EU/Enlargement
Grid
0.78 0.16
0.79
0.78
0.78
Economics
Grid
0.85 0.18
0.80
0.85
0.82
Interstate
Grid
0.85 0.15
0.83
0.85
0.84

for different issues. Table 3 shows the accuracies for
predicting liberal spikes that are ignored by the radicals. These vary between 78% and 84% (F-measure).
Average F-measure for predicting outcomes of liberal
spikes (as escalated vs. ignored) is 82.9%.
Similarly, Table 4 shows the accuracies for predict-

Table 6: Contentious Frames

ing radical spikes that lead to escalation by the liberals. These accuracies vary between 80% and 86%
(F-measure) for different issues. And, Table 5 shows
the accuracies for predicting radical spikes that are
ignored by the liberals. These vary between 78% and
86% (F-measure). Average F-measure for predicting
outcomes of radical spikes (as escalated vs. ignored)
is 82.7%. The overall accuracy (F-measure) for prediction of online escalation is 82.8%.
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Qualitative Analysis of Identified Frames

We supplement quantitative evaluations with a qualitative analysis of the identified “contentious frames”
in Table 6, which lists issue-specific frames used by
each camp that elicit a reaction from the other camp.
We compare these with “ignored frames” of each
camp, shown in Table 7, and draw general conclusions.
In Slovakia, a key political cleavage between radical and liberal parties is the status of the Hungarian minority, particularly its language rights, residing mostly in southern Slovakia [8, 12, 25]. The left
column of Table 6 depicts the Hungarian-Slovak political cleavage over language and Hungarian minority
rights clearly. Radicals respond strongly when liberals talk about the “language law”, “minority language”, and “mother tongue”. This finding is consistent with scholarship on Slovak politics and ethnic
relations [16, 18].

Slovakia is a home to two ethnic minorities: Hungarians and Roma (Gypsy). Hungarian minority is
wealthier, politically organized and spatially concentrated. Roma population is often portrayed as “welfare parasites”. It is economically marginalized, socially ostracized, and, contrary to the Hungarian minority, it has never formed a political party that
would represent its demands in the Parliament.
The Roma population is both an economic and an
ethnic minority. The computational results are remarkable at capturing the differential responses of
radicals and liberals to different ethnic and social
groups. Radicals, as we would expect [7], respond to
frames that push the rights of Hungarian speakers by
ethnic pro-Hungarian liberal parties. Liberals however do not respond to the rhetoric of radicals challenging their right to be politically accommodated
but to more inflammatory frames linked to Roma, historical memories, legacy of fascism and racism. Scholars of Slovak politics know that radicals attack both
Hungarians and Roma but they do not know that
liberals, as shown by results here, are more likely to
respond to radical frames that are not related to the
rights of Hungarians. These computational results
thus unmask the strategies of both liberal and radical camps in unexpected and counter-intuitive ways.
This, most likely a strategic response, allows the
liberals to frame radicals as fascists and xenophobes,
not as political adversaries. Liberals respond when
the radicals discuss “protection of the republic,”
“white race” and the “Gypsy problem”. The right
column in Table 6 repeatedly shows that liberals re-

Table 7: Ignored Frames

spond when radicals use xenophobic frames, particularly against Gypsies/Roma. A major historical
cleavage in Slovakia is also reflected in these results.
Liberals respond when radicals attempt to whitewash
World War II, during which Slovakia was for the first
time an independent state, and to romanticize leaders
of the period (such as Jozef Tiso) who collaborated
with the Nazis and implemented the Nuremberg laws
in Slovakia.
These frames are most clearly evident in the “Nation”, “Language” and “Minority” issues, but they
also show up under “Interstate (Relations)”, “Economy” and “EU”. Interstate relations frames point
to current tensions between the Hungarian state and
the Slovak state over the rights and status of Hungarians in Slovakia along with the historical tensions,
since Slovakia once belonged to Hungary before it
joined with the Czech lands after World War I to
form Czechoslovakia. Radicals respond when liberals
discuss and question the uniformly positive version of
these issues that the radicals prefer. The “Economy”
issue also reflects these aforementioned cleavages between Slovaks and Hungarians in terms of how public
finances pensions, healthcare and social insurance are allocated to minorities, such as Hungarians and
Gypsies/Roma. Even when the “EU” issue is discussed, we can see that issues related to these cleavages arise, since the EU applies pressure on member
states to conform to certain protections for minorities.
The ethnic polarization is further reflected in the liberal response to radicals mentioning the “Carpathian
basin”, which is a historical reference to the “Greater

Hungary” before Slovakia has been formed as a state.
The radical responds when liberals discuss “Hungarians in Slovakia” and “ethnically mixed areas” in the
context of the EU, which often means that the EU
has requested that Slovakia improve its treatment of
the Hungarian minority.
Turning to Table 7, we examine the issue-specific
frames that were largely ignored by the other side
of the political spectrum. Radicals did not respond
when these same cleavages were discussed in cultural
terms. Under the issue “Minority”, for example, radicals did not respond to the frames “cultural minorities”, “theater” and “cultural activities.” Although
these frames sometimes might suggest concessions to
minorities, they fall short of recognition as a “national minority,” which implies language rights as well
as political and economic power sharing. Similarly,
liberals ignored radical frames under the issues of
“Nation”, “Language” and “Minority” that focused
on religion (“Pope Benedict”, “Jan Hus”, “church
provinces”, “Slovak Church”), since religion does not
divide Slovaks and Hungarians (both are Catholic)
or Roma. Both radicals and liberals also fail to respond in a significant manner when larger EU-related
frames are broached, such as the “Lisbon Strategy”,
“EU funds”, “Turkey’s accession to the EU”, “adoption of the Euro”, “the European People’s Party” and
“the European rail”.
What the radicals and liberals ignore is in some
cases just as informative as those frames to which
they respond. In this case, the results displayed in
Table 6 and Table 7 clearly point to the fact that the

key points of contention between radical and liberal
political parties are domestic rather than European or
international. The issues and frames that animate the
political debate in Slovakia between these polarized
parties are almost exclusively related to three main
cleavages: a political cleavage between Slovaks and
Hungarians, a social cleavage focused on the Roma
and a historical cleavage that concerns the relationship between Nazism and the first independent Slovak
state during World War II.
At the domestic level, however, the computational
method allows us to expose differential frames of contention between the liberals and the radicals. The
analysis shows that radicals polarize Slovak politics
by attacking demands for the expansion of minority rights for Hungarians, such as language rights.
The liberals, on the contrary, polarize Slovakia by
responding to narratives linked to historical legacies
of Nazism and contemporary racism but not to narratives that challenge political successes of liberals
in expanding minority protection in Slovakia. These
findings challenge a simplistic treatment of dynamics of polarization and contention in political science
that often assumes that escalation of ethnic tensions
can be collapsed into one-dimensional frames.
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Conclusion and Future Work

Based on a computational analysis of their websites’
content, this paper presents a system and an analytical tool to identify contentious frames and predict online escalation between radical right and liberal political parties. We model the type and volume
of spikes by these ideological opposites in Eastern Europe using Slovak parties as a case study. We train
a predictive classifier to discover contentious and ignored frames of each camp and predict online escalation. We show that the classifier achieves an average predictive accuracy (F-measure) of 82.8%. We
also present a qualitative analysis of the identified
frames. Contrary to most studies of political extremism that focus on largely static and structural
factors, this study derives the dynamic of contention
from the online interactions of ideological opposites.
Since extremist activities are erratic and highly variable, static approaches that can account for long-term
trends often fail at predicting sudden bursts. In our
future work, by matching diachronic online media to
real-time events data, we plan to build predictive analytics to determine which types of spikes in which
contexts precede which types of real world outcomes.
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